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Tourist Attractions

● One of the tourist attractions that you would want to see visiting the country is "Lost City". Lost City is 650 years old.

● Second of the tourist attractions you would want to see visiting the country is "Parque Nacional Natural Tayrona." Parque Nacional Natural Tayrona is 150 kl.

● Third of the tourist attractions you would want to see visiting the country is "Cocora Valley." Cocora Valley was named after a princess named Quimbayan.

● Fourth of the tourist attractions you would want to see visiting the country is "El Penon de Guatape."
Cuisine

- People should visit for the foods because in Colombia who can get is yummy, sweet, delicious Empanadas.
- Another food that people will love if they visit Colombia is an interesting meal called "Bandeja Paisa".

The third food that people will enjoy is a yummy cooked tortilla with stuffed chopped beef.
- Something else that is interesting is "Apera".
- The last interesting food is "Bunuelos".
Cultural Norms/Traditions: Everyday life in Colombia looks like a big laid-back, relaxing beach place living with all sorts of churches, theaters and even a museum which houses pre-columbian gold artifacts.

- An interesting fact about Colombia is that it has 18 holidays per year.
- Some of these celebrations include Easter, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday and Christmas Day.
- Maundy Thursday in Colombia means “Final Sunday’. During this holiday, Christians celebrate the resurrection.
- Some traditions in Colombia include the Vallenato Legend Festival, Pasto’s Black and White Carnival and the Cartagena’s Hay Literary Festival.

The Cartagena’s Hay Literary Festival
Wildlife: Some of the animals that you can find in Colombia are the...

- **Capybara**: This animal looks like a beaver, but has a pig-shaped body. Small capybaras eat grass and water plants, while the adults eat reeds, grains, melons and squash. The average weight of a Capybara is about 100 pounds.

  This is an image of a Capybara with its baby and eating:

- **Squirrel Monkey**: The squirrel monkey is like your typical monkey, flying from tree branch to tree branch. They weigh about 1.7 pounds. These monkeys eat mainly fruits, some insects, leaves, seeds, sometimes small bugs, like frogs or lizards.

  This is an image of a Squirrel Monkey sitting and eating.
- Andean Condor: The Andean Condor is a massive bird that can weigh up to 33 pounds. They eat large animals like cows, deer, sheep. Sometimes this bird eats smaller animals, when they can find them.
- The Andean Condor’s wing length is 100-130 cm.

This is an image of an Andean Condor posing and eating a wolf.
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https://www.donquijote.org/colombian-culture/holidays/